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Lea Etots de Normandie. Leurs origines et lenrs developpements au xh*
siede. Par ALFBED COVTLLE. (Paris: A. Picard et fils. 1894.)

THE obscurity of the origin of the provincial estates in France is clearly
indicated by the divergent theories on the subject which M. Coville has
summarised at the beginning of his book. But it is by the patient
bringing together of the scattered scraps of information that bear on
the genesis of each one of these institutions that the general theory
will be found at last, and the method of M. Coville, though less am-
bitious and rapid, is at least more sure and scientific than the brilliant
guesses of M. Callery. The chief materials for the history of the
estates of Normandy are to be sought not in the province itself, but in
the fragments of the archives of the Parisian Chambre des Comptes, which
are now mostly to be found in the Bibliotheque Nationale. From these
remnants, from the uncertain and halting testimony of such few chro-
niclers as notice the estates at all, and from occasional indications in
municipal and departmental collections, M. Coville has constructed,
with great skill, patience, and method, a history of the origin and early
development of the Norman estates which is likely ever to remain the
authoritative book on the subject. He has done for the estates of the
northern duchy all that M. Cadier has done for the estates of Beam. His
excellent book, read in connexion with M. C. de Beaurepaire's ' Etats de
Normandie sous la domination anglaise,' which was published so long ago
as 1859, will tell us all that we can hope to know on the history of re-
presentative institutions in medieval Normandy.

The three estates of Normandy had no connexion with the ancient
baronial councils of the Norman dukes. These assemblies ceased after
the absorption of Normandy in the royal domain, and for more than a
century there is no trace of any assembly of the Norman magnates.
Some pains had, however, been taken, both by Philip Augustus and
St. Louis, to secure for the Normans the enjoyment of their ancient
franchises, but the grasping and aggressive policy of Philip the Fair paid
no heed to their promises, and imposed maltoltes and other impositions
that were bitterly resented. Hence Normandy took a conspicuous part in
bringing about the feudal reaction that marked the short reign of Louis X.
It obtained as its reward the Charte Normande of 1815, by which the
royal right of taxing Normandy was strictly limited. M. Coville's close
examination and explanation of this document should have prevented it
being described by the recent historian of Philippe le Long as a stillborn
charter like those given at the same time to the Borgundians and the
Picards.1 But for the moment it had no very great results, until in 1889
Philip of Valois, on the eve of the Hundred Years' War, was forced to
ratify the charter by the pressure of the prelates and barons of Normandy.
Henceforth the occasional and scattered meetings of the Norman magnates
crystallised into the three estates of Normandy. At their first full meeting
in March 1889 the estates granted Philip and bis son John, now duke of
Normandy, men and money destined to bring about a new Norman
conquest of England. The grandiose expedition never came off, but the
danger to England did not altogether pass away until 1840, when the
great fleet collected and equipped by the Normans for this pnrpose was

> Lehogeor, Kistoirt d* Philipp* U Long, p. 9.
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destroyed by Edward TU before the harbour of Sluys. For the rest of
the reign of Philip VI and for the whole of that of John the estates of
Normandy were in constant operation, anticipating in their plans and
policy some of the boldest of the schemes of the national estates in the
days of Etdenne Marcel. Under Charles Y, however, the Norman estates
lost their chief importance. A brief revival marked the early years of
Charles VI, bnt Boosebecq was as fatal to Norman as to general French
feudalism. The estates almost ceased to exist until they were actively
revived by Henry V and the regent Bedford in the period between 1421
and 1449. M. de Beaorepaire has long ago shown us the significance
of this period in their history.

The three Norman estates were the gens d'iglise, the nobles, and the
bonnet villa. The clerical estate included none bnt ' the prelates or in
their absence their vicars, and from all the colleges, abbeys, and con-
ventual priories two, three, or four persons.' The noblesse,' counts, barons,
knights, and squires,' were convoked individually; they never amounted to
more than 150 and were often hardly a third of that number. It was not
until the period of the English domination that the nobles were called
upon to elect representatives, one or two for each vicomti, and even then
important individual magnates continued to receive a special summons.
The third estate consisted entirely of the gens de bonnes villes, the single
reference to the gens de plat pays, as something distinct from the nobles,
being too isolated to have any importance. The towns represented during
the fourteenth century were extremely numerous. On one occasion eighty-
one towns were summoned. But during the fifteenth century the English
lords of Normandy reduced the number of represented towns. A large
number of royal officials and magistrates also attended the estates.

Irregular in composition, the estates of Normandy were still more
irregular in their place, time, and methods of meeting. They were sum-
moned to whatever town seemed most convenient. Full meetings were
rare. Sometimes each estate met at different times and treated separately
with the royal representatives. More often than not the estates of a
particular district alone assembled. Sometimes the estates of Upper and
Lower Normandy only were summoned; on other occasions - the repre-
sentatives of one or two of the five bailliages of the duchy, Cotentm, Caen,
Canx, Rouen, and Gisors, and occasionally even smaller local divisions,
such as the vicomti, had a little meeting of their own, or the king's agents
treated directly with the several towns for grants of money. All depended
on the royal convenience and pleasure, for the estates were only convoked
to get subsidies, and it was often easier to wring grants from a feeble
local gathering than from the assembled magnates of a great duchy.
There is no instance of a categorical refusal of the royal request for an
aid, though there were often arguments and remonstrances as to violated
privileges and extorted promises of future amendment. But the estates
were often free to determine the form of their aid, and in the momenta of
greatest weakness of the crown the collection of the grants was sometimes
entrusted to agents appointed by them.. There was, however, a certain
unreality about the whole thing. The clergy and nobles were exempt
from most of the taxes imposed, and it was no great hardship for them to
agree to impose taxes on their vassals. The ordinary meetings were so
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little numerous and so unrepresentative, that, like moat provincial estates,
they stood out for class privilege and particularism against a king who
was not only a despot, but a representative of order and nationality. It
was doubtless thin aspect of the estates that indniwl fon Xjancastrian
rulers to utilise this local feeling to build up, in Normandy and the
adjacent parts that were conquered by Henry Y before the tragedy
of Montereau had led to the Anglo-Burgundian alliance, a separate
administration that might remain loyal to England, even if the provisions
of the treaty of Troyes became a dead letter. Tet with all their limita-
tions the Norman estates played no unimportant part in history. Their
constant exertions saved Normandy from English conquest under
Edward IH, and even in their decline the heroic efforts of the estates of
Lower Normandy, which led to the reconquest of Saint-Sauveur le Yicomte
and of Cherbourg, form important episodes in that dullest part of the
Hundred Years' War, the early periods of the reigns of Bichard II and
Charles VL'

Besides discussing the origin and history of the Norman estates,
M. Coville treats at length of their organisation and competence, dealing
under that head with their summons, elections, sessions, subsidies, and of
the methods by which the subsidies were administered. In very copious
appendices he collects the texts bearing on the old feudal assemblies of
the Norman duchy, furnishes lists of fourteenth-century estates and of
their members, and gives biographical notices of the royal commissaries
and lieutenants who held the estates in the names of the kings and dukes.
Then comes an abundant store of piices juttificativea, mainly from un-
published manuscripts in the Bibliotheque Nationale, and lastly there is
an excellent index. There is little to do in reviewing such a book save to
give a compte rmdtc of its contents, and there are very few points in
M. CovOle's book which a foreign reviewer can venture to criticise. But
does not M. Coville in the early part of his book a little over-emphasise
the weakness of the "Rngliah kings under whom representative parliaments
grew up ? Surely they were not merely extorted from weaklings, but owe
their solid establishment to kings like Edward I recognising that within
certain limits the estates were helpful to the royal authority against its
worst enemies, the greater barons ? On p. 82 it is an error to say that
' la bataille de Poitiers vit la chevalerie fran9aise se brisex pour la seconde
fois centre les hommes_de pied d'Edouard HI.' The French men-at-
arms at Poitiers dismounted before the battle, and fought on foot just
like the English and Gascons. T. F. TOOT:

L' Arehioio CormmaU di CagliarL Per Cav. Dott. SILVIO LEPFI (a
spese del municipio). (Cagliari : Muscas di P. Yaldes. 1897.)

THE author has bestowed infinite pains upon these indices, which are
shafts to a mine of monograph. The first, resembling those of our
record office, gives the dates and the general character of the documents
contained in 829 volumes. Among these are the proceedings of the
parliament of Sardinia from the reign of Alfonso V, the charters of
Cagliari from 1827 to 1766, the minutes of the town council, and papers
of every conceivable branch of municipal administration, down to those of
the committees for public festivities, musicians, and singers.
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